
Edward Peake C of E VC Middle School

Medium Term Plan

Subject: ART Unit: Still Life Drawing Skills Term/Duration:
AUTUMN 2

Year  Group 8

Prior Learning:
5 tones of shading,following form. Pressure of pencils.
Previous knowledge of rolling out inks (year 7)

Key Vocabulary:
Tone, form, spatial recession, pressure,
monoprint, foreground, middleground &
background.

By the end of this unit… students will be able to produce a cubist image through exploring photography. Using creative risks to
assemble an image together.
MOST
I can show 5 tones of shading in my tonal bars. I can apply some of this to my drawings. I can show some form in my shading.

SOME
I have clear 5 tones of shading in my tonal bars. I can apply the 5 tones to my drawings. I have demonstrated following form and some blending. I have attempted shadows.

ASPIRE
I have clear 5 tones of shading in my tonal bars. I can skilfully apply the 5 tones to my drawings whilst demonstrating following form and some blending. I have considered my spatial recession and shadows.

Learning Objectives Content Assessment Resources /Health
and Safety

ICT
Opportunities

1/
2

LO: to explore
Morandi’s styles,
techniques and use of
tones.

TASK 1: Students to complete an observation of the plastic
fruit still life.

Students have 30 minutes to complete their drawing, using
DRAWING PENCIL ONLY.

Students can decide if they
want their page
Landscape or Portrait.
Please stick in the
marking criteria for the
drawing on the Yellow
slips of paper.

Teacher
assessed.

Set up a
composition of fruit
on a tray for
students to
observe. 4-5 fruits
per composition.

Print and place
some of the PPT
slides on the table
to help with SEN
needs.
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read through the helpful hints on the first slide of the PPT.

Task 2: Introduce Artist to the class. What things do we
notice about his work? Any techniques we have learnt
about before? (tones, form, cross hatching)

Stick in their books the Georgio Morandi sheet to create a
visual mindmap.

Read through the information as a class (ask for volunteers
to read). After each point, class to decide what is the key
information and to add to their mind map.

My Opinion; Now the class has learnt about Morandi and
his life and style, write their opinion on their mind map.
What do they like / dislike?

Morandi information
sheets.

Information sheets
Giorgio Morandi
mindmap images.

LAC:

Homework:

3/
4

Task 1: (demonstrate under visualiser)
Sketchbooks - Students are to draw 5 squares measuring
2x2cm in a row.
Get students to figure out what 5 words might be used.
Label underneath the boxes when they guess correctly.

Sketchbooks
2B pencils
rulers
rubbers
visualiser
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Highlight - Light - Midtone - Dark - Very Dark.
The students may need some support with the highlight and
midtone.
When shading in,talk about the pressure and positioning of
the hand on the pencil If you are heavy handed and need to
press lightly, hold the pencil further up. As you want to make
the shading darker, move your hand to a normal stance on
the pencil.

Task 2:
Develop this onto a blending bar, connecting the tones
together to create blending. Make sure you always label the
tonal bar with the 5 tones to ensure even positioning.
Stippling - small dots, the darker the tones the closer the
dots together.
Crosshatch - flick the line at the end (feathering)

black fine liner

LAC:

Homework:
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3 LO; to learn the term

spatial recession

4
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5
/
6

LAC:

Homework:

LAC:

Homework:
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